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Automated Georeferencing of Optical
Satellite Data with Integrated Sensor
Model Improvement
Rupert Müller, Thomas Krauß, Mathias Schneider, and Peter Reinartz

Abstract
The geometric processing of remotely sensed image data is
one of the key issues in data interpretation, added value
product generation, and multi-source data integration.
Although optical satellite data can be orthorectified without
the use of Ground Control Points (GCP) to absolute geometric
accuracies of some meters up to several hundred meters
depending on the satellite mission, there is still a need to
improve the geometric accuracy by using GCP. The manual
measurement of GCP is time consuming work, and leads,
especially for larger data sets with hundreds of satellite
images, to a cost and time ineffective workload. To overcome these shortcomings, an autonomous processing chain
to georeference and orthorectify optical satellite data is
proposed which uses reference data and digital elevation
models to generate GCP and to improve sensor model
parameters (namely for rigorous and universal sensor
models) for a series of optical Earth observation satellite
systems. Using a restrictive blunder removal strategy, the
proposed procedure leads to high quality orthorectified
products or at least to a geometrically consistent data set in
terms of relative accuracy. The geometric processing chain is
validated using SPOT-4 HRVIR, SPOT-5 HRG, IRS-P6 LISS III, and
ALOS AVNIR-2 optical sensor data, for which a huge amount
of satellite data (⬃3,200 scenes) has been processed.
Relative and absolute geometric accuracies of approximately
half the pixel size (linear Root Mean Square Error) are
achieved.

Introduction
One of the main processing steps prior to further evaluation
of optical satellite data is geometric processing. Correctly
georeferenced and registered images are needed for multisensor and multi-temporal image fusion, overlaying with
existing data sets or maps, change detection, map updating,
or integration into Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Geometric well characterized sensor systems, combined
attitude measurements using Star Tracker Systems (STS) and
Inertial Measurement Units (IMU), high precision on-board
position determination with Global Navigation Systems
(GNS), and accurate Digital Elevation Models (DEM) lead
nowadays to geolocation accuracies of few pixels depending
on the satellite / sensor system. These remaining errors are
mainly due to insufficient knowledge of the satellite attitude
as well as thermally influenced mounting angles between
the optical sensor and the attitude measurement unit. This
is due to the fact that the satellite’s position is mostly
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known with high precision utilizing the Global Positioning
System (GPS) or the Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS) network. Therefore,
ground control information is necessary to adjust the sensor
model parameters in order to achieve high geometric
geolocation accuracies in the range of one pixel and better.
Ground Control Points (GCP) can be obtained manually
using maps, orthorectified images (including Synthetic Aperture Radar SAR imagery), or in-situ GPS measurements at natural
or signalized locations identifiable in the optical image. In all
cases, interactive GCP measurement is a time consuming and
cost ineffective task especially against the background of bulk
data processing of hundreds of images. Therefore, an automated and reliable procedure is presented to extract GCP from
existing orthorectified optical reference images.
Former developments to determine absolute sensor
orientation by fully automatic extraction of ground control
information from various sources (e.g., optical-, map-, SAR-,
vector-, DEM-data) has been addressed by Heipke (1997) and
Dowman (1998). They concluded that a general solution is
difficult to reach, but special cases (e.g., GCP extraction from
optical reference images with high similarity to the raw
optical image) are feasible. More than one decade later this
topic has been the subject of several investigations and
processor implementations have been developed.
In Gianinetto et al. (2008) investigations and tests for
automatic GCP extraction from aerial reference orthoimages to
geocode QuickBird, SPOT-5 HRG (Supermode), and Ikonos
imagery are presented. After selecting three homologous
points between the image and reference for an initial affine
transformation, an adaptive least squares matching with
integrated outlier rejection technique is applied to generate
GCP. The GCP set is used to calculate Rational Polynomial
Coefficients (RPC) and to orthorectify images utilizing standard software packages. A regularly gridded GCP set in all
three spatial dimensions over the image is generated by
neuronal network techniques to minimize bad GCP configurations for RPC calculations. The Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) at Independent Check Points (ICP) is reported to be
about 1.5 to 3 pixels. Liu et al. (2009) follows the same
concept proposed in Gianinetto et al. (2008) for the orthorectifiction of Formosat-2 images collected over Taiwan. Ground
Control Regions (GCR) from aerial orthoimages are automatically selected by feature characteristics (distance statistics)
and matched with the image on the basis of Fast Normalized
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Cross Correlation. GCR are iteratively rejected if they do not
fit the rigorous sensor model of Formosat-2. Relative linear
RMSE values at Check Points (CP) below 1.5 pixels are
reported. In Rottensteiner et al. (2009), a method for GCP
determination in the context of strip adjustment is proposed
where only a few GCP at the beginning and end of a whole
strip are determined for sensor model improvement. Pixellevel results are achieved for ALOS AVNIR-2 images through
the automated workflow. In Reinartz et al. (2011) highprecision orthorectified TerraSAR-X data has been shown to
be a promising geometric reference for high-resolution optical
data such as ALOS PRISM and Ikonos data. Multimodal image
matching based on similarity metrics such as Mutual Information is applied to select GCP from the SAR reference
images. A geometric accuracy of a few meters (⬍5 m in all
cases) RMSE at ICP are achieved. In Wang et al. (2008)
sequences of aerial images with 1 m ground resolution are
registered to vector data. Shape matching results using linear
features serve as ground control information, which are used
to estimate a 2D transformation between the images. This
leads to geometric accuracies below two pixels. The commercial database Reference3D™ derived from SPOT-5 HRS images
is a reference dataset with an absolute circular planimetric
accuracy of 16 m at 90 percent. This database is used in the
ANDORRE (Atelier Numérique D’ORthoREctification) system
for automatic orthoimage production (Baillarin et al. (2004a)
and Baillarin et al. (2004b)). For future satellite systems, an
automatic procedure to refine sensor model parameters by
GCP through correlation techniques is foreseen within the
Ground Segment of the German hyperspectral satellite
mission ENMAP (Environmental Mapping and Analysis
Program) (Müller et al., 2010). A similar approach is proposed for Sentinel-2, where the sensor model is refined using
automatically determined GCP from a worldwide reference
data set. The reference data will be generated using Sentinel2 data strips orthorectified through a global space-triangulation during the commissioning phase (Meygret et al., 2009).
An operational and autonomous (which means without
user interaction) geometric processing chain for practical
applications is described in this paper. According to Heipke
(1997), the main requirements on an operational processing
chain are flexibility with respect to different sensor systems
and types of reference data, accuracy with respect to manual
evaluation (faster and more accurate), robustness with
respect to poor quality of input data, and reliability with
respect to automatic generation of geometric quality parameters. The processing chain will be assessed against these
requirements in the Conclusions Section.
The presented processing chain comprises the following
main items: (a) Hierarchical area based image matching with
local least squares fine adjustment to determine homologous
points between reference and raw images to sub-pixel level;
(b) Improvement of sensor model parameters by least
squares adjustment using GCP, which originate from filtered
homologous points in the reference image and which are
complemented by interpolated height values from a Digital
Elevation Model (DEM); (c) Strategies for point filtering and
blunder detection at different processing stages; and
(d) Quality assessment to provide information on success,
problem or failure of the computation.
Results gained from experiments with a large amount of
data show that the relative geometric accuracy in sub-pixel
range with respect to the reference image is reached with an
absolute geometric accuracy close to the one of the reference
image. Furthermore it is shown that by:
• Matching of reference and raw image with time gaps of up
to five to seven years, it is possible to extract a sufficient
amount of GCP with high geometric accuracy for georeferencing purposes.
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• Using generic sensor models and improving just a few
parameters, the geometric distortions can be captured.
• Restrictive and selective filtering of matching points and GCP
candidates, high quality GCP can be generated.
• Processing of single scenes, consistent product composites
can be produced, which usually is only achieved by block
adjustment techniques.

In the following, we focus on the automatic georeferencing of images from SPOT-4 HRVIR with 20 m, SPOT-5 HRG with
10 m, IRS-P6 LISS III with 23.5 m, and ALOS AVNIR-2 with 10 m
spatial resolution. This is due to the fact that for these
sensors a large amount of images (⬃3,200 scenes) have been
processed to validate the processing chain, and it is possible
to derive sensor performance parameters. An outlook and
preliminary results for very high-resolution (VHR) sensors
(GeoEye-1, QuickBird) are given.

Methodology
First, the key methodologies (namely the implemented sensor
models and image matching techniques) are briefly described
followed by their concatenation into an automatic processing
chain. Second, the different point filtering and blunder
detection strategies are presented. Rigorous sensor models are
not unified. Therefore, more background is given on the
generic rigorous sensor model and how to fit its parameters
consistently to a set of GCP. Very good overviews of existing
sensor models can be found in Toutin (2004), Poli (2005),
Poli (2007), Weser et al. (2008), and Jacobsen (2008).
Notation
Lower indices of vectors (bold lower case letters: rcoordinateFrame
)
location
denote a location or position and upper indices denote the
coordinate frame in which the vector is expressed; lower
indices of transformation matrices (bold capital letters:
) denote the source and upper indices the
RdestinationFrame
sourceFrame
destination coordinate frame. Scalars are denoted by lower
case letters.
Rigorous Sensor Model: Direct Georeferencing
The functional model for Direct Georeferencing (DG) is based
on the collinearity equation and relates the measured pixel
T
location rsensor
object ⫽ (xos,yos,zos) in the focal plane, expressed in
the sensor coordinate frame, to the corresponding object
T
location rearth
object ⫽ 1xoe,yoe,zoe2 of the light reflecting target,
expressed in an Earth-bound coordinate frame. For pushbroom sensors, the law of central projection holds for each
scan line acquisition and by consecutive recording of scan
lines the image is formed. Let i be the pixel numbering
in the linear sensor array with the pixel index i (e.g.,
n
with i ⫽ 0, Á ,n ⫺ 1 and n the number of pixels
i ⫽ i ⫺
2
in the line) and tj the recording time of the scan line j (e.g.,
tj ⫽ t0 ⫹ j # ¢t with t0 the recording time of the first line and
¢t the sampling time), then the geometric relation between
the coordinates of a pixel and the corresponding object
point is given by (see Figure 1):
earth
# earth # body # sensor
rearth
object(tj,i) ⫽ rsensor(tj) ⫹ s(tj,i) Rbody (tj) Rsensor robject (i)

(1)

Each pixel i of the sensor line is mapped to the Cartesian
sensor coordinate frame with origin at the sensor projection
T
center by rsensor
object (i) ⫽ 1xos(i),yos(i),12 , where the positive
x-axis points along the flight direction (along track), the
positive z-axis points along the line-of-sight direction of the
camera, and the y-axis complements the right-handed coordinate frame (across track).
Normally two object sided angles cx and cy are measured
for a series of focal plane pixels by pre-launch laboratory
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING
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Figure 1. Geometric relations of the rigorous sensor model as described in
Equations 1 and 3.
T
calibration, which leads to rsensor
object (i) ⫽ 1 tan cx(i), tan cy(i),12 .
These two angles describe the geometric characteristics of the
optical system (e.g., lens, mirror and slit distortions) and the
sensor detector (e.g., rotation and bending of the pixel array) as
a whole, which are mostly given as low order polynomials.
Special handling is required for staggered arrays, multiple focal
plane array assemblies, or keystone effects. As an example the
ALOS AVNIR-2 CCD detector is designed in a staggered array
layout with an odd/even along-track separation of about fivepixel sizes resulting in a footprint separation of five to seven
pixels depending on the tilt angle. Therefore, a special coregistration procedure between odd and even image parts is
performed (Schwind et al., 2009). The orthogonal matrix Rbody
sensor
denotes the boresight alignment or instrument mounting
angles, which describe the rotation around the three Euler
angles (x,y,z) from the sensor to the body coordinate frame
(defined by the attitude measurement unit). By pre-launch
characterization, the instrument mounting angles are preliminarily determined utilizing the corresponding alignment cubes
of the satellite and are refined in orbit, e.g., due to gravity
release effects. The matrix Rearth
body denotes the rotation around
the Euler angles (v(t),w(t),k(t)) from the body to the Earth
coordinate frame. Such an Earth-bound model coordinate
frame can be for example realized by a Local Tangential
System (LTS) with a fundamental point (FP) near the center of
the expected orthorectification area. An arbitrary location rECR
given in Earth Centered Rotated (ECR) coordinates transforms to
LTS coordinates rLTS as follows:

TABLE 1.
Satellite attitude
reference frame

. ECR
rLTS ⫽ RLTS
⫺ rECR
ECR (r
FP )

RLTS
ECR ⫽

cos lFP
⫺ sin fFP sin lFP
cos fFP sin lFP

0
cos fFP
sin fFP Q

(2)

where lFP,fFP are the WGS84 longitude / latitude of the FP,
and rECR
FP the FP vector in ECR coordinates. This Cartesian
model coordinate frame is helpful in performing direct
orthorectification, which means the projection of pixel center
coordinates to ground coordinates. Eliminating the scale
factor for a pixel s(tj,i) in Equation 1 and iterating over
terrain heights (typically one to two iterations) the intersection of the pixel view vector with interpolated DEM values
can be determined. Investigations and differences on direct
and indirect orthorectification techniques are described in
Leprince et al. 2007. The satellite orientation (normally given
as unit quaternions) is derived from the combined absolute
STS and relative IMU angular measurements utilizing, e.g.,
Kalman filter techniques. Depending on the satellite mission
the angular measurements are given with respect to the
orbital coordinate frame as for SPOT-4 HRVIR and SPOT-5 HRG
(SPOT, 2002) or to the Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) coordinate frame as for ALOS AVNIR-2 (JAXA, 2005). The measured
orientation angles are transformed to orientation angles with
respect to the ECR coordinate frame and from there to the LTS
model coordinate frame (see Table 1).

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS FOR DIFFERENT SENSOR SYSTEMS

Sequence of orthogonal
transformations

Orbital
Coordinate
Frame

LTS # ECR
# Orbital
Rearth
body ⫽ RECR ROrbital Rbody

ECI
Coordinate
Frame

LTS # ECR # ECI
Rearth
body ⫽ RECR RECI Rbody

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING

⫺sin lFP
⫺ sin fFP cos lFP
P cos fFP cos lFP

Comments

Example

Rorbital
body Measured

• SPOT-4 HRVIR

RECR
orbital

• SPOT-5 HRG
See also SPOT 2002

Basis Change

RECI
body Measured
RECR
ECI Earth Rotation, Nutation /
Precession, Polar Motion

• ALOS AVNIR-2
See also JAXA 2005
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T
The position rearth
sensor ⫽ (xse,yse,zse) of the sensor projection
center is given by
earth
earth
# body earth # body
rearth
sensor(tj) ⫽ rpos (tj) ⫺ Rbody (tj) rpos ⫹ Rbody (tj) rsensor

(3)

body
with rearth
pos the measured position, rpos the lever-arm vector
from the origin of the body coordinate frame to the position
measurement unit, and rbody
pos the lever-arm vector from the
origin of the body coordinate frame to the sensor projection
centre (see Figure 1). For sensor systems with lever-arm
distances comparable to the spatial resolution of the sensor,
the correction has to be performed. If the provided metadata
include the shifts, the lever-arm correction can be neglected.
Additionally to the pure geometric description of DG, physical effects also influence the mapping from the pixel location
to real world coordinates: First, atmospheric refraction causes
ground displacements from about 0.5 m to 2.1 m for 10° to
30° off nadir angles, respectively, (Noerdlinger, 1999);
second, light aberration due to the satellite velocity (vSatellite)
compared to the speed of light (c). This causes, for example,
angular deviations d ⫽ sin ⫺1(vSatellite/c) of about 23.3 rad in
the along track direction, which corresponds to about 15 m
on ground, and 1.5 rad in the across track direction on the
equator, which corresponds to about 1 m on the ground, for
polar orbits and a satellite altitude of 650 km. For nearly
circular satellite orbits, this effect can be approximately
taken into account by additional offset angles, but should be
modeled particularly for very high-resolution images due to
their (small) non-linear behavior during orbit revolution
(Greslou et al., 2008). Corrections for atmospheric refraction
and light aberrations can be included in the pixel view
angles cx and cy.
In addition, special adjustments of the provided metadata (e.g., axis sorting matrices: 90° rotations) have to be
applied to account for the multitude of definitions of
coordinate frames utilized by different Earth observation
systems.
Considering the high-precision position determination of
satellite systems (sub-meter range position accuracies are
increasingly becoming state-of-the art) as well as the stable
interior orientation of camera systems, the improvement of
satellite attitude / sensor alignment angles, using GCP is one
of the major tasks. Especially, the thermal effects caused by
sun exposure time during satellite orbit revolution influence
the relative alignment between the body and the sensor
coordinate frames, and leads to pointing errors. A thermally
stable connection between the camera system and the
attitude measurement system such as star trackers as well as
a compact assembly with close distances between the
devices is often hard to establish, which results in thermal
sensitive behavior. Therefore, the following sensor model
parameter adjustment is performed. Eliminating in Equation
1 the scale factor s, the observation equations (Equation 4)
are obtained:

0⫽

0⫽

r11(xoe ⫺ xse) ⫹ r12(yoe ⫺ yse) ⫹ r13(zoe ⫺ zse)
r31(xoe ⫺ xse) ⫹ r32(yoe ⫺ yse) ⫹ r33(zoe ⫺ zse)
r21(xoe ⫺ xse) ⫹ r22(yoe ⫺ yse) ⫹ r23(zoe ⫺ zse)
r31(xoe ⫺ xse) ⫹ r32(yoe ⫺ yse) ⫹ r33(zoe ⫺ zse)

⫺ tan cx.
(4)
⫺ tan cy

body⫺1
#
The (rmn) are the matrix elements of Rsensor
earth (t) ⫽Rsensor (x,y,z)
Interpolated external orientation parameters at
time t of the corresponding image lines and internal orientation parameters at the corresponding pixel positions in the
sensor coordinate frame are entered in Equation 4 to
estimate the unknowns x,y,z by iterative ordinary least
squares (OLS) adjustment.
⫺1
Rearth
body (t) .
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Universal Sensor Model: Rational Polynomial Functions
Exterior and interior orientation can be implicitly encoded
in the form of rational polynomial functions (RPF) (Tao
et al., 2001; Dial et al., 2005). This Universal Sensor Model
(USM) provides the transformation of object space coordinates to image space coordinates which is available in
standard format for many remote sensing satellite systems.
Each of the Rational Polynomial Functions (RPF) for row and
column is given using a ratio of two polynomials of Third
Order in longitude , latitude , and ellipsoidal height h
(geographic coordinates with WGS84 datum) with 20 coefficients each. This sensor model is used for IRS-P6
Resourcesat-1 (IRS-P6, 2003).
In order to improve the geometric accuracy of the
original RPC these are corrected using ground control
information. An affine transformation in image space is
estimated by least squares adjustment. The refined image
coordinates rrefined (image row) and crefined (image column)
are calculated based on this affine transformation and the
RPF are given by
rrefined ⫽ a0 ⫹ a1 # rpfr(l,w,h) ⫹ a2 # rpfc(l,w,h)
crefined ⫽ b0 ⫹ b1 # rpfc(l,w,h) ⫹ b2 # rpfr(l,w,h)

(5)

where rpfr(l,w,h) and rpfc(l,w,h) are the originally provided
and a0,a1,a2 and b0,b1,b2 are the six estimated affine
transformation parameters.

RPF,

Image Matching
Image matching plays an important role in the automation
of the process. Overviews on image matching techniques are
given for example in Fonseca et al. (1996) and Zitova et al.
(2003). In our case, area-based image matching is applied to
determine homologous points between the optical raw image
and the reference image in order to extract GCP candidates.
One of the most important requirements is that the method
has to be very robust, even if radiometric changes are present.
The matching process uses a resolution pyramid (up to a
factor of 32) to cope with large image differences between the
reference and the raw image. The following steps are performed for each image pyramid level (Lehner et al., 1992).
First, possible matching points are selected in the reference image by applying the Förstner interest operator (Förstner et al., 1987). Typical values for the roundness and
variance thresholds are 0.85 and 25, respectively. Based on the
interest points, pattern windows (7 pixels ⫻ 7 pixels) are
selected in the reference image and located with an accuracy
of about one pixel in the original image using the maximum
of the normalized correlation coefficients computed by sliding
the pattern area over the search area (for the first pyramid
level the search area is set to 25 pixels and reduced to
15 pixels for the following pyramid levels in the line and
column direction). The search areas in the matching partner
image are determined by the estimation of local affine transformations based on already available homologous points
(⬃six points) in the neighborhood (normally from a coarser
level of the image pyramid). The approximate homologous
point coordinates are then refined to sub-pixel accuracy by
local least squares matching using eight parameters of a local
radiometric (brightness and contrast) and a local affine
transformation between the images (Ackermann, 1984).
This well-established method leads to a matching accuracy
of 0.1 to 0.2 pixels.
Processing Chain
The key methodologies described in the previous sections
are combined into an automated geometric processing
chain where single scenes are processed independently.
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING
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The geometric processor is part of a greater generic multi
purpose processing chain for optical satellite data, which
includes for example atmospheric correction over land
surfaces (Richter et al., 2006), mask computations (e.g., land-,
water-, cloud-shadow masks), pan-sharpening, de-convolution, DEM generation, or other higher level processing.
Currently, the chain runs in a Grid Computing environment
using CentOS 5.5 on 25 Quad-core machines (two cores
assigned to the processing chain). Typically, a scene
(6,000 pixels ⫻ 6,000 pixels) is processed on one core in
40 minutes (in mass processing this is below one minute for
one scene).
The processing steps are (see Figure 2):
Transcription
The transcription system reformats the original image
(normally Level 1a products containing Top-of-Atmosphere
radiances) to an internal image format. The metadata needed
for further processing are extracted and preprocessed to a

defined interface format. Control files hold the sensor
characteristics for optimal processing. This part of the
processing chain is the only one that has to be customized
for new sensor systems.
Reference Image and DEM Mosaicking
The vendor-supplied image corner coordinates define the
region to extract tiles from the DEM and the reference image
database with a margin greater than the quoted accuracy in
geolocation (a typical value is 2 km). The reference databases are realized in different spatial resolutions (levels of
detail) to account for optimal matching results.
Coarse Registration
Also based on the four image corner coordinates, a coarse
image registration of the internal level-1 data is performed
using simple geometric affine transformation (most image
matching techniques initially require a coarse geometric
similarity of the matching partners). The coarse registered

Figure 2. Geometric Processing Chain.
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image is the starting point for image matching with the
reference image. It is noted that the SIFT operator (Lowe,
2004) can be used for the coarse registration task also. This
step also includes the extraction and/or merging of image
channels corresponding to the characteristics of the reference images in order to achieve good matching results. In
general, the generation of panchromatic images is preferred
as performed in the following experiments (mean value of
all four spectral channels). It is noted that this should only
be applied if the co-registration of the image channels is
sufficient (e.g., better than 0.2 pixels).

for the adjustment of the sensor model parameters (see
Figure 2 for the different filter levels of blunder detection
and prevention).
The first filter level is integrated in the matching
process and comprises the following methods to minimize
mismatching (Lehner, 1986, and personal communication):
• Search Area Selection: In order to avoid blunders in the
search window position, the results of the local affine
transformation are accepted only if the RMSE for the homologous input points is less than half the possible shift of the
pattern area within the search area (see the Image Matching
section). By changing the number of input points (e.g., up to
three additional points in the neighborhood of the current
point and weighted by the distance from the current point)
for the estimation of local affine transformation parameters,
more trials are made. If no adjustment is accepted, no
matching is performed for this particular point.
• Quality Measure of Normalized Correlation Coefficients:
A matrix C of normalized correlation coefficients cij is
obtained by shifting the pattern windows pixel by pixel in
both row i and column j directions over the search area.
A quality figure qncc is defined by the relative steepness and
uniqueness of the peak in the correlation matrix. For
simplicity of the description let c1 Ú c2 Á Ú cn be the sorted
n highest correlation values in the matrix C at positions
1i1,j12,1i2,j22, Á ,1in,jn2 with c max ⫽ c1 and (i max, j max ) ⫽ (i1,j1).
Then the quality figure is given by

Image Matching
Homologous points are calculated by a hierarchical intensity
based image matching. Restrictive blunder detection (see
next section) is performed in a first filter level in order to
achieve qualitatively high homologous points. This filtering
often reduces the mass data drastically (for example from
45,000 points to 3,000 points). It is noted that the number of
points found and their final (sub-pixel) accuracy achieved
depend mainly on image similarity and decrease with time
gaps between imaging.
Point Splitting
The point splitting step is a further strategy (second filter
level) to filter out high quality GCP candidates. The set of
points is split into GCP candidates used for the improvement
of the sensor models, and a CP set used for geometric quality
assessment. The selection of GCP candidates is based on the
requirement of equally-distributed points over the scene
with high geometric quality (see next section). In order to
generate fully qualified three dimensional GCP candidates,
the homologous points in the reference image are supplemented by heights obtained from the DEM by bilinear
interpolation.
Sensor Model Refinement
Improved sensor model parameters are estimated based on
the GCP information. For DG, the alignment angles are refined,
and for RPF, the affine transformation parameters are estimated. Within the OLS adjustment iterative blunder detection
(third filter level) is integrated, which eliminates step by step
GCP with a residual greater than a threshold (see next section).
Orthorectification
Finally the original level-1 scene is orthorectified within a
map projection using the improved sensor model parameters
and the DEM to account for terrain displacements.
Quality Assessment
The corresponding points of the CP in the original image are
georeferenced as well and compared to the CP in the reference which leads to RMSE values and residual plots. Certainly these points are of lower quality (passing only the
first filter level) which leads to a conservative accuracy
assessment. Further quality information like point distributions, mean matching correlation coefficients, number of GCP
and CP are derived (see the next section).
Point Filtering and Blunder Detection
Within an automatic and operational processing chain,
blunder detection and filtering out best points is of high
significance. Usually only a few GCP are necessary to achieve
high georeferencing accuracies (Reinartz et al., 2006, Fraser
et al., 2009). Therefore, highly selective point filtering is
preferred instead of achieving a large amount of GCP. Three
different levels of point filtering and blunder detection are
included in the processing chain in order to get a reliable
set of GCP with high geometric quality which is then used
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qncc ⫽ qsteepness ⫹ quniqueness ⫽
1
n

P

n

cmax ⫹ a

k⫽2

cmax⫺ ck

2(imax⫺ ik)2 ⫹ (jmax⫺ jk)2 Q

with cmax ⫽

1
8

1

1

k⫽⫺1
P l⫽⫺1
lZ0 kZ0

a

⫹

a ci

max ⫹l,jmax ⫹k

1
a cmax⫺ cmax b
n

Q

(6)

the average of the

eight neighboring correlation coefficients of c max in C. Each
correlation process has to fulfill two conditions to be
accepted: (a) qncc ⬎ 0.2 (n = 5), and (b) cmax ⬎ 0.5. Furthermore, the maximum of the correlation coefficients must not
lie on the border of the matrix. This condition helps to avoid
mismatching caused by repetitive patterns.
• Bidirectional Correlation: After the matching in the image
pyramid is performed, the results are used to start a local
least squares matching on the images in both directions;
reference image to original image and vice versa. Deviations
from the original image coordinates are registered and
afterwards used for the selection of high quality homologous
points based on thresholds of 0.3 pixel maximum deviation.

The second filter level is more of a blunder prevention
strategy and is performed in the point splitting step. In order
to increase the equal distribution of points a grid for the
whole image with 25 ⫻ 25 cells is constructed, where for
each cell the homologues point with highest correlation
coefficient and quality figure (qncc ⫹ c max ) is selected as a
GCP candidate. The other homologues points are transferred
to the list of CP for an automatic quality assessment.
The third filter level is performed in the least squares
adjustment of the sensor model parameters, where blunders
are removed iteratively by their residuals (Note: the leverage
of possible outliers is low since the observations only
slightly influence the OLS due to the equally distributed GCP
and the high amount of observations). In this context,
residuals are defined as the 2D deviations at the GCP in
image space given in pixel units using the refined sensor
model, which has been derived from the currently valid GCP
set. Initially the whole GCP set serves as input for the sensor
model parameter estimation. Successively, the GCP with the
highest residual and greater than a threshold is removed
from the GCP set, and new sensor model parameters are
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estimated. This iterative procedure is repeated until a GCP
set remains with all residuals lower than the threshold. The
procedure has to be iterative, because each GCP influences
the result of the parameter estimation and therefore the
residual calculations. The threshold value can be determined by simple visual evaluation of residual histograms.
Figure 3a shows an example of the residual histogram of a
SPOT-5 HRG scene using the initial set of GCP (before blunder
removal; dark bars) and the final set of GCP (after blunder
removal; bright bars) using a threshold value of two pixel
sizes. Tests show that the estimation of sensor model
parameters is quite insensitive to the threshold value setting
as long as clear blunders are excluded. Usually only a few
trials are necessary to determine the threshold value. In
Figure 3b the cumulated residual histogram of 51 SPOT-5 HRG
scenes demonstrates the validity of the residual distribution.
The threshold value depends on the various input data (e.g.,
geometric accuracy of the reference data and the DEM) as
well as the applied methodology (e.g., matching accuracy,
sensor model) and therefore has to be checked and/or
justified for a given data situation. On average ten GCP
candidates are detected as blunders and removed from the
GCP candidate list (values taken from evaluations described
in the First Experiment section).

(a)

The drawback of this method is (as for other techniques) that systematic errors for the majority of the GCP
can lead to erroneous or shifted values of the estimated
sensor model parameters. Furthermore, poor distribution of
the GCP candidate points concentrated in only one part
of the scene might be obtained, and sensor model parameters estimated from such a distribution might not be ideal
and consistent for the entire scene. Such cases are captured
by a point distribution measure qdistribution to initiate, for
example, human interaction into the processing chain.
This measure is derived from the cell population of the GCP
in the image by:
qdistribution ⫽ 1⫺

1.
6

4

4

P k 7 l l⫽1

a a |nk⫺nl| ⫹

3 (|0.5⫺gcolumn| ⫹ |0.5⫺gline|)

Q

(7)

where nj is the percentage (value between 0 and 1) of populated cells in image quadrant j (j = 1, . . . 4), and gcolumn,gline is
the centre of gravity of the points in the populated cells in
line and column direction of the image (normalized by the
image dimensions to a value between 0 and 1).
As an example intermediate results from the processing
of a SPOT-5 HRG scene are shown in Figure 4, which illustrates the results from some of the point filter levels. Image
matching of the scene with a Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic
Mapper ETM⫹ panchromatic reference scene leads to 45,281
homologous points. After the first filter level the amount of
points is reduced to 3,342 points (see Figure 4a). After the
second filter level 464 cells out of possible 625 cells are
populated with GCP candidates and 2,878 points are transferred to the CP list. Within the third filter level 5 points are
rejected (with a maximum residual of 15.2 pixels) and 459
GCP remain for sensor model adjustment (see Figure 4b) with
a mean residual of 0.51 pixel at the GCP. The GCP quality
parameters are qdistribution ⫽ 0.7 and qncc⫹cmax ⫽ 0.94 (mean
value). The Figure 4c to 4f show prominent patterns of
homologous points (selected as GCP) between image and
reference. It can be seen that although a lot of change and
contrast differences are present, the matching process leads
to good results.

Results and Validation
Two large experiments performed within the frame of
projects are presented and serve as a validation of the
processing chain:
• First Experiment: Generation of orthorectified products
covering the European area using a mixture of multispectral
satellite images from SPOT-4 HRVIR, SPOT-5 HRG1, IRS-P6 LISS III2
(Project: Image2006).
• Second Experiment: Generation of orthorectified products
covering major European cities and larger urban zones using
the multispectral sensor ALOS AVNIR-2 (Project: UrbanAtlas)
(b)

Figure 3. (a) Histogram of the residuals at GCP (pixel
units) after least squares adjustment for one SPOT-5 HRG
scene; Dark bars: before blunder removal; bright bars:
after blunder removal using a threshold of two pixel sizes
as GCP rejection level, and (b) Cumulated histogram of
the residuals at GCP (pixel units) after least squares
adjustment without blunder removal for 51 SPOT-5 HRG
scenes.
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1

© CNES 2007 Distribution Spot Image S.A., France, All
rights reserved; produced by DLR/Metria – data provided
under an ESA contract for FTS LM IMAGE2006.

2

© ANTRIX Corporation Limited 2007, Distribution by
Euromap GmbH, Germany, all rights reserved; produced by
DLR/Metria - data provided under an ESA contract for FTS
LM IMAGE2006.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4. Example of a SPOT-5 HRG scene acquired over an area near Munich, Germany: (a) Scene overlaid with
all homologous points after first filter level, (b) Final homologous points, which are transformed to GCP used
for sensor model improvement, (c) agriculture area, (d) woodland, (e) urban zone, and (f) lakeshore: examples
of patterns (180 ⫻ 180 pixels) from (b) with top row the original image and bottom row the reference image.
Note: The coordinates of the matching points are projected back from the coarse registered image to the
original image space by affine transformation (see the Processing Chain section, step on Coarse Registration).

The sensor systems used within these experiments are
summarized in Table 2.
First Experiment
In the first experiment two complete multi-temporal European coverages (34 countries) consisting of 3,053 scenes
have been processed for the reference year 2006 ( ⫾ 1 year).
A mixture of satellite images from SPOT-4 HRVIR, SPOT-5 HRG,
and IRS-P6 LISS III, each with four spectral bands, served as
input. The orthoimages are resampled to 20 m resolution
using cubic convolution.
68
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As source for GCP extraction two reference data sets
have been used: (a) Orthorectified and mosaicked panchromatic images derived from Landsat-7 ETM⫹ imagery given in
geographic projection with a resolution of about 12.5 m
(Image20003 dataset). The absolute geolocation accuracy is
3

© European Communities, Source: Joint Research Centre
IMAGE2000, based on Landsat-7 ETM⫹ © ESA, distributed by
Eurimage; ortho-correction EU15 © Metria, ortho-correction
other countries GISAT; mosaic production GISAT.
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INVESTIGATED SENSOR SYSTEMS AND THE USED INPUT LEVELS AND FORMAT (CEOS: COMMITTEE ON EARTH OBSERVATION
SATELLITES; DIMAP: DIGITAL IMAGE MAP; GSD: GROUND SAMPLING DISTANCE)

Sensor system

GSD[m]
@ nadir

Geolocation
accuracy

Area [km2]

Off-nadir
pointing
capability

ALOS AVNIR-2

10

⬃80 m

⬃70⫻70

⫾ 44°

IRS-P6 LISS III

23.5

⬍450 m

⬃142⫻141

nadir

SPOT-4 HRVIR

20

⬍350 m

⬃60⫻60

⫾ 30°

SPOT-5 HRG

10

⬍25 m

⬃60⫻60

⫾ 30°

TABLE 3.

Input product for the processing
chain capability and Sensor model
L1B1 (CEOS)
Rigorous sensor model (DG)
OrthoKit (Super Structure)
Universal sensor model (RPF)
L1A (DIMAP)
Rigorous sensor model (DG)
L1A (DIMAP)
Rigorous sensor model (DG)

RELATIVE GEOLOCATION ACCURACY OF TWO EUROPEAN COVERAGES

Sensor system

RMSEx (east)
[m] / [pixel]

RMSEy (north)
[m] / [pixel]

Number of
processed scenes

Mean Number of
Check Points per scene

Mean Number
of GCP per scene

SPOT-4 HRVIR
SPOT-5 HRG
IRSP6 LISS III

11.9 / 0.60
10.0 / 1.00
9.9 / 0.42

10.3 / 0.52
7.8 / 0.78
8.1 / 0.34

1211
788
1054

1510
1472
5821

232
228
319

specified to 13.8 m RMSEx and 13.7 m RMSEy (Lima, 2005);
(b) For countries not covered by the first reference data set
the USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) ETM⫹ Land Cover
panchromatic dataset4 with a resolution of 15 m and a
global accuracy of approximately 50 m RMSExy served as
reference. It is noted that the geometric accuracy of the USGS
ETM⫹ Land Cover dataset for the European area is better
than the official RMSE value, which is related to a global
scale (Tucker et al., 2004).
The DEM database is derived from SRTM-C band (Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission) Version 2 from NASA and
improved by using inputs from MONAPRO, GLOBE, and SRTM-X
band DEM within a fusion process. Parts of the DEM dataset
are manually edited to remove blunder areas. The DEM is
given in geographic projection (geodetic datum WGS84) with
1 arcsec planar resolution (about 30 m) and ellipsoidal
heights. The height accuracy (1) of the DEM is approximately
6 m in flat areas and up to 30 m in mountainous areas. In
the Alps greater parts of MONAPRO and in east Turkey, greater
parts of GLOBE has to be used (Roth et al., 2002).
Relative Geometric Accuracy
The relative geometric geolocation accuracy, which means
relative to the reference images, derived from the automatically determined CP is shown in Table 3. For the mixture of
SPOT-4/SPOT-5 and IRS-P6 orthorectified scenes the overall
relative geometric accuracy is about 10 m linear RMSE.
Related to the spatial resolution of the sensors at nadir, this
is about half a pixel size for the SPOT-4 / IRS-P6 and one pixel
size for SPOT-5. No significant difference in geometric
accuracy and matching performance is obtained for all three
sensor systems even though for SPOT sensors, unlike for IRSP6, an oblique view of up to 30° is possible, so that DEM
errors influence the geometric accuracy. The noticeable
difference of about 2 m between east (mainly across track)
and north (mainly along track) direction cannot be definitely
explained yet, but such an error characteristic could be the
product of an error in the focal length or in the flying height
of the sensor. It could also be the product of height errors in
a side-looking geometry.
4

Source for this data set was the Global Land Cover
Facility, www.landcover.org.
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In Figure 5 the relative RMSE results are shown, broken
down into European countries and the two multi-temporal
European mosaics. The geolocation accuracies obtained for
the countries can differ in the range of up to 6 m (except
some extreme cases like the small country Liechtenstein,
where only one scene is processed). A possible reason for
the country dependence is that the reference data are
already generated on a country basis with different quality.
Concerning the multitemporal evaluation (Coverage 1: data
acquisition mainly in summer / autumn; Coverage 2: data
acquisition mainly in spring) with different vegetation
periods, no significant difference is obtained as well as no
tendency between alpine areas (e.g., Austria, Switzerland)
and flat regions (e.g., Belgium, Netherlands) is noticed.
About 95 percent of the images could be processed fully
automatically. The following experiences can be claimed:
The quality and number of derived GCP strongly depends on
the similarity of image and reference. This is especially true
for this experiment having a time gap of five to seven years.
Especially agricultural areas show greater changes over the
years, which often reduces the amount of GCP or lead to a
poor GCP distribution. An extreme case appeared in parts of
Romania with heavy flooding between the years 2000 and
2006. Here for several scenes, few or even no GCP could be
found automatically. Also in scenes containing only land
areas of small extend (for example, scenes covering Greek
islands), the image matching sometimes fails due to the
pyramid technique (up to level 32) employed in image
matching. At these pyramid levels, small land areas vanish.
Summing up, most of the scenes, which could not be
processed automatically, contained an unfavorable land /
water distribution. In all these cases human interaction was
initiated in order to perform manual GCP measurements.
Absolute Geometric Accuracy
The absolute accuracy has been investigated by usercollected ICP using aerial orthoimages (RMSE ⬍1 m), TerraSAR-X Enhanced Ellipsoid Corrected (EEC) StripMap
products (RMSE ⬃1.0 m) (Ager et al., 2009) and maps of
scale 1:10 000 to 1:50 000 for different areas in Europe. For
the mixture of all sensors, a RMSEx of 9.0 m and RMSEy of
9.3 m is obtained (Table 4). This means that the absolute
geometric accuracy is of the same magnitude as the relative
geometric accuracy and is slightly better than the reference
January 2012
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Relative linear RMSE (x: easting; y: northing) of the orthorectified scenes with
respect to the reference data based on automatically derived CP using image matching
techniques divided into European countries. The northern countries (namely Sweden,
Norway, Finland, and Iceland) are processed by the Swedish company METRIA not
reported here. (a) RMSE values for the first European coverage, and (b) RMSE values for
the second European coverage.

TABLE 4. ABSOLUTE GEOMETRIC ACCURACY ASSESSMENT USING DIFFERENT REFERENCE SOURCES AT VARIOUS AREAS IN EUROPE. THE LINEAR RMSE VALUES AND
SHIFT VALUES ⌬X, ⌬Y ARE DETERMINED AT ICP BY DIFFERENT OPERATORS (OP.)

⌬x [m]

⌬y [m]

9.1
5.7
12.9
7.6
12.31
7.4
11.6
10.5
15.6
11.5
4.7
13.05
9.4
6.3
5.6
6.1

⫺4,9
⫺12,9
⫺2,2
8,4
⫺2,4
⫺1,4
⫺8,4
⫺6,7
⫺1,7
⫺0,8
⫺9,5
⫺16,8
2,5
1,5
2,0
1,3

7,6
2,7
4,4
4,2
11,0
⫺2,9
⫺5,6
8,0
7,0
0,9
⫺0,9
7,1
⫺4,7
⫺3,5
2,0
0,9

30
13
20
20
20
20
20
17
20
14
16
17
17
18
34
87

9.3

ⴚ3.3

2.4

383

Area

Op.

RMSEx [m]

RMSEy [m]

Paris, France
Madrid, Spain
Madrid, Spain
Montpellier, France
Amiens, France
Prag, Czech Rep.
Olomouc, Czech Rep.
Rom, Italy
Rom, Italy
Milano, Italy
Ortueri, Italy
Rzeszow, Poland
Marseille, France
Marseille, France
Chiemsee, Germany
Wessling, Germany

#1
#1
#2
#1
#1
#1
#1
#1
#2
#1
#1
#1
#1
#2
#3
#3

6.7
14.3
9.0
11.5
4.3
10.3
10.6
9.9
5.4
8.6
11.6
19.5
7.8
3.1
6.3
4.2
9.0

Total
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Number of ICP

Reference Source
Topo France GARMIN 1:25000
Topo Espana GARMIN 1:25000
Topo Espana GARMIN 1:25000
Topo France GARMIN 1:25000
Topo France GARMIN1:25000
Topo Czech GARMIN 1:10000
Topo Czech GARMIN 1:10000
Land Navigator Italia GARMIN1:50000
Land Navigator Italia GARMIN1:50000
Land Navigator Italia GARMIN1:50000
Land Navigator Italia GARMIN1:50000
TerraSAR-X
Topo France GARMIN1:25000
TerraSAR-X
Arial Orthophoto
Arial Orthophoto
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itself. This interesting result can be possibly explained by
the fact that the sensor models (DG and RPF) do not follow
local geometric distortions of the reference images, which
can be caused by the use of a coarser DEM for the orthoimage
production of the reference data or other geometric artifacts
obtained in the reference images. On average the shift values
⌬x and ⌬y are quite low, but for some cases the orthorectified scenes follow the systematic errors in the reference
data. This can be, for example, noticed in the Rzeszow
(Poland) area with shift values of up to 17 m. Here, only
consistent products in terms of relative accuracy can be
expected. It has to be noted that different operators (see
Table 4: Area of Madrid, Rome, and Marseille) gain different
results of up to a factor of two, which is typical for manual
measurements in the sub-pixel range smaller than half a
pixel size.
Second Experiment
In the second experiment, the four-channel multispectral
instrument AVNIR-2 of the ALOS satellite served as input to
map major European cities and their larger urban zones. The
acquisition period of the 173 processed scenes is between
the years 2007 and 2008. The orthoimages are resampled to
10 m resolution using cubic convolution. The previously
generated and described Image2006 data set served as
reference image database, and the same DEM database as in
Experiment 1 has been used.
The pixel view vectors cx and cy for each spectral
channel are calculated using the vendor provided metadata
and include the relative alignment of the channels to a
master channel (here channel 3), the quadratic radial optical
distortion and the across track pointing mirror rotation (⫺22°
to ⫹22°). Prior to the image matching processing step the
spatially separated odd and even part of the AVNIR-2 scenes
are co-registered using object space transformation (Schwind
et al., 2009).
The relative geometric accuracy assessment is again
based on automatically extracted CP. The number of
extracted CP varies between 26 and 27,515 with a mean
number of approximately 5,000 CP per AVNIR-2 scene, which
is about four times more than in the previous experiment
due to the higher similarity of the matching partners (e.g.,
similar radiometry and small time gaps between the matching partners). The RMSE values in X-direction are between
3.2 m and 13.1 m with a mean value of 6.1 m (0.61 pixel)
and in Y-direction between 3.9 m and 19.6 m with a mean
value of 6.6 m (0.66 pixel). Again the relative geometric
accuracy of the orthorectified AVNIR-2 scenes with respect to
the reference is better than one pixel related to the original
spatial resolution of 10 m.
The absolute geometric accuracy assessment is based on
user collected ICP extracted from TerraSAR-X data (Table 5).
Point measurements are performed mainly at centers of
planar structures (for example, traffic circles) to avoid

influences of the different mapping characteristics of optical
and SAR sensor systems. Again the absolute and relative
geometric accuracies are of same magnitude. The mean shift
values are comparable to the one in the first experiment. It
is remarked that we started in the first experiment from
reference images with an absolute geometric accuracy of
about 13 m and produced a data set with about 9 m absolute
accuracy. Using this data set as reference in the second
experiment the georeferencing of the AVNIR-2 scenes leads to
absolute geometric accuracies of about 7 m linear RMSE
values. As mentioned previously, local geometric distortions
are not fully captured by the procedure. Furthermore the
higher spatial resolution of the AVNIR-2 data with respect to
the mixture of satellite data in the first experiment leads to
better matching results and therefore to a better adjustment
of the sensor model parameters.
All 173 scenes (100 percent) could be processed automatically without any re-working and underwent a visual
quality assessment consisting of seam line checks in the
mosaicked products and co-registration accuracy of superimposed street map vector data.
Sensor Performance Analysis
The huge amount of processed data allows additional
analysis of the satellite / sensor characteristics in terms of
pointing accuracy and pointing stability. Here, the sensor
systems evaluated with the rigorous sensor model are
investigated, i.e., SPOT-4 HRVIR, SPOT-5 HRG, and ALOS AVNIR-2.
Figure 6 shows the scattergram of the estimated angles x
(rotation around along track axis) and y (rotation around
across track axis) based on the evaluation of scenes. Table 6
shows the corresponding mean values and standard deviations.
For SPOT-4 HRVIR a high variance of the angles is observed,
which reflects the geolocation accuracy of about 350 m (also
see Table 2) and the lower pointing stability compared to the
other investigated sensor systems. A higher variance in the
rotation angle is noticed resulting in higher variations of the
geolocation accuracy on the ground in the across track
direction. For SPOT-5 HRG a quite stable and accurate behavior
in all three angles is observed reflecting the geolocation
accuracy of about 30 m on ground, but with higher variance
in the along track direction. For ALOS AVNIR-2 the pointing
stability is comparable (slightly better in two angles) to SPOT-5
HRG, but shows a high offset value in all three angles. The
constant offset angles in combination with the high-pointing
stability can serve as geometric calibration values to achieve
high quality orthorectified products without the use of GCP.
The geographic latitude is linked to the sun exposure
time of the satellite-sensor system (especially for polar
orbits) and can reflect the thermo-elastic behavior of the
satellite payload. Figure 7 illustrates the dependence of the
angle x for a latitude range of about 30° in the northern
hemisphere. Even though the latitude range is small, the
angle x of SPOT-4 HRVIR shows strong latitude dependence,

TABLE 5. ABSOLUTE GEOMETRIC ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF ALOS AVNIR-2 ORTHORECTIFIED IMAGES USING
TERRASAR-X EEC STRIPMAP DATA AT VARIOUS AREAS IN EUROPE. THE LINEAR RMSE VALUES AND SHIFT VALUES
⌬X, ⌬Y ARE DETERMINED AT ICP
Area
Cologne, Germany
Le Havre, France
Lisboa, Portugal
Varna, Bulgaria
Portsmouth, Great Britain
Volos, Greece
Total
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RMSEx [m]

RMSEy [m]

⌬x [m]

⌬y [m]

Number of ICP

5,0
12,3
2,9
11,6
8,2
6,7

5,0
3,6
4,9
8,1
7,0
6,5

⫺1,7
⫺9,3
⫺0,1
⫺9,8
⫺7,3
5,3

2,8
⫺3,2
⫺3,9
⫺7,6
⫺6,7
⫺5,7

10
7
10
10
10
10

7,8

5,8

ⴚ3,8

ⴚ4,0

57
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Figure 6. Scattergram plots of the estimated boresight angles x (rotation
around along track axis) and y (rotation around across track axis) for SPOT-4
HRVIR, SPOT-5 HRG, and ALOS AVNIR-2 scenes. The boresight angle z (rotation
around sensor line of sight) is not shown, but described in the text.

TABLE 6.

MEAN VALUE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ESTIMATED BORESIGHT ANGLES FOR THE
DIFFERENT SENSOR SYSTEMS

SPOT-4 HRVIR,
SPOT-5 HRG
ALOS AVNIR-2

x [°]

y [°]

z [°]

⫹0.0076 ⫾ 0.0190
⫺0.0015 ⫾ 0.0013
⫺0.0191 ⫾ 0.0024

⫹0.0022 ⫾ 0.0791
⫹0.0012 ⫾ 0.0050
⫺0.0145 ⫾ 0.0019

⫹0.0068 ⫾ 0.0258
⫺0.0027 ⫾ 0.0210
⫹0.0032 ⫾ 0.0084

whereas for ALOS AVNIR-2 only a small dependence can be
noticed. In contrast no latitude dependence is observed for
SPOT-5 HRG. Similar results are noticed for the angles y and z.
Therefore, modeling of thermal influences (e.g., by polynomial functions in the angles with respect to the sun
exposure time before data acquisition) could improve the
geolocation accuracy, especially for the SPOT-4 HRVIR.
Preliminary Results for VHR Satellite Images
Future extensions of the processing chain are the integration
of new, especially very high-resolution sensors. The adjustment of the processing parameters is ongoing. Preliminary
results for panchromatic (Pan) and multispectral (MS)
GeoEye-1 and QuickBird data are given in Table 7.
In these experiments (a) a panchromatic and a multispectral scene from GeoEye-1 are automatically registered to
a panchromatic GeoEye-1 scene acquired at different times
for multi-temporal analysis, and (b) panchromatic and
multispectral scenes from GeoEye-1 and QuickBird are
registered to a multispectral RapidEye scene in order to get
consistent data products. From Table 7 it can be seen that
for four registrations a relative geometric accuracy of one
pixel size can be reached, while the registration of panchro72
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matic GeoEye-1 and QuickBird to the RapidEye scene is of
less accuracy due to the high spatial resolution difference.

Conclusions
Precise operational orthorectification of optical satellite data
on a global scale is a demanding task. An automatic and
operational processing chain to orthorectify optical satellite
data with integrated refinement of sensor model parameters
has been presented. The processing chain has been verified
and validated using a large amount of data (⬃3,200 scenes).
As mentioned in the Introduction, the quality of the
proposed processing chain has to be measured on the following
requirements: flexibility, accuracy, robustness, and reliability:
• Flexibility: It has been shown that data from four different
sensor systems (SPOT-5 HRG, SPOT-4 HRVIR, IRS P6 LISS III, ALOS
AVNIR-2) with a spatial resolution of 10 to 25 m using two
different sensor models (rigorous and universal sensor models)
can be processed. In order to integrate new sensor systems
only the data transcription has to be adapted. First results of
sensor systems with very high-resolution are given. Until now
only area based image matching is integrated and future
expansions should aim at other robust matching techniques.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Estimated boresight angle x (rotation around along track axis) with respect to
geographic latitude (a) SPOT-4 HRVIR, (b) SPOT-5 HRG, and (c) ALOS AVNIR-2. For the trend line
a polynomial of Second Order degree has been chosen.

TABLE 7.

GEOLOCATION ACCURACY WITH RESPECT TO A REFERENCE SCENE FOR HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES
(PRELIMINARY RESULTS)

Sensor, Type, Resolution,
Location

rel. RMSEx
[m] / [pixel]

rel. RMSEy
[m] / [pixel]

CP

GeoEye-1, Pan, 0.5m, Haiti
GeoEye-1, MS 2.0 m, Haiti

0.56 / 1.12
2.20 / 1.10

0.55 / 1.10
2.23 / 1.12

14054
166

GeoEye-1, Pan, 0.5 m

GeoEye-1, Pan, 0.5m, Chad
GeoEye-1, MS, 2.0 m, Chad
QuickBird, Pan, 0.6 m, Chad
QuickBird, MS, 2.4 m, Chad

1.88
2.05
1.99
1.20

1.89
2.07
3.06
2.31

144
48
128
112

RapidEye, MS, 6.5m

/
/
/
/

3,76
1.03
3.32
0.50

• Accuracy: It has been shown that the relative as well as the
absolute geolocation accuracy is in the range of 0.5 to 1.0
pixel of the original image (linear RMSE). Certainly by human
interaction and extended effort, better results can be
obtained, but at the cost of time.
• Robustness: It has been shown that most of the data (95 percent
for the first experiment, 100 percent for the second experiment)
acquired over the European continent can be processed
automatically. Time gaps of up to five to seven years
between the image and the reference as well as seasonal
differences could be handled. Mostly scenes with unfavorable land / water distribution failed. This is also expected
for areas with low structure or texture like tropical rain
forests. Here, further methods have to be established.
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• Reliability: It has been shown that multi-level, restrictive
blunder detection at several levels leads to high reliable GCP
in order to improve only few sensor model parameters.
Quality parameters are generated automatically and can be
used to trigger exceptional handling.
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